
As Yoga teachers we aim to lead our
students on paths to self-realiza-
tion and to expand the same to a

professional and social level to bring about
transformation. Consistent practice of Yoga
inherently fosters good leadership, for it is
the habits we build and acquire that change
us for better or for worse.

Yogic principles and practices are
inseparably connected to the attributes of a
good leader. Yoga is about creating harmo-
ny at the physical, mental, emotional, social,
and spiritual levels of our existence. Good
leadership is about having the vision and
direction for betterment of a cause and exe-
cuting the same, time and again. In Yoga we
have the good fortune to come from a tradi-
tion of self-discipline.

Mahatma Gandhi said, “Leadership
my way is to stand behind the people I am
leading.” Mahatma Gandhi was a student of
Yoga. He used the Yogic principles of non-
violence (ahimsa), truth (satya), and stead-
fastness (sthita-pradnyata) and the Yogic
practices of meditation (dhyana), silence
(mauna), and chanting (bhajans). He
achieved not only self-transformation but
also led national and international personal,
societal, and governmental transformations. 
The essence of Yogic leadership can be stat-
ed through the following six attributes:

• Level-headedness (samatvam Yoga
uchyate)

• Efficient manner (Yogaha karmasu
kaushalam)

• Awareness (taralataa)
• Daring (dhairya)
• Exemplary (aarya aacharan)
• Righteousness (dharma) 

L for Level-headed
“Evenness of Mind is Yoga,” says Krishna to
Arjuna in the Bhagavad Gita when Arjuna's
leadership is being tested during crisis.
Knowing how to remain even-keeled
despite chaos or panic is critical to rational
decision making. Yogic practices of pranaya-
ma, savasana, and dhyana are practical tools
for building and enhancing level-headed-
ness. By using these we increase our ability
to listen well to our own body and mind. 

praiseworthy habit and a model to bring
about sustainable transformation on many
levels. 

R for Righteous
When we have synthesized the actions that
it takes to be a good leader, doing the right
thing becomes a natural choice. We can then
lead in a truly virtuous and honest way.

Yoga practice keeps our rationality and
intuition alive. It guides us toward discern-
ment and clarity necessary for good deci-
sion making. It shows the way for leading
with heart and mind.

Clearly there is a link between Yoga
and leadership. Putting the Yogic principles
and practices to use can help us tremen-
dously at all levels, from the individual to
the community, to the national, to the entire
world. Vasudaiva kutumbakam—the whole
world is a family—can become a reality
when every person in the world thinks and
acts with these leadership attributes. YTT
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E for Efficient
The Bhagavad Gita defines Yoga as efficiency
in action. We focus so much on making our
outside world more efficient that we often
forget to restore our own body and mind.
Through Yoga, energy is both conserved
and used efficiently toward tasks at hand. It
is steady, consistent practice that trains the
body and mind to function efficiently. Effi-
ciency in action can then emerge through
the careful analyses and discriminate
actions of the practitioner.  

A for Aware
Leaders are expected to prevent and solve
problems. If we are aware of the root of the
problem at hand, solving it becomes easier.
Developing awareness is how we get to the
root of any problem. Yogic practices of dhar-
ana and dhyana help tremendously to
increase the sensitivity of our bodies and
minds. A leader with a heightened sense of
awareness can do wonders. Even preemp-
tive actions become more probable in pre-
venting crises. 

D for Daring
A good leader does not hesitate to take
action-even if it is unpopular. To respond
authentically to opinions we disagree with
in the course of developing standards for
our profession, in educating our students,
and in working with our clients requires
tremendous courage. Our personal Yoga
discipline should cultivate strength of mind,
because a weak mind more easily succumbs
to temptations to take the easy way out. To
be a more daring leader one must conquer
fear. Fear causes anxiety and anxiety can be
overcome through pranayama practices.

E for Exemplary
If you are a Yogi, the only way to lead is by
example. Leadership is not just talking
about these attributes but putting them into
action with oneself. Yoga is one therapy
where the therapist must be experiencing
the therapy that is being offered to others.
Leading by example motivates others to
take the first step towards self-transforma-
tion; perfecting this change then becomes a
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